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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.9 Automatic Pick Timing Controller (ATC)
The automatic pick timing controller (ATC) automatically controls the electromagnetic pin (EDP) opening
angles and the valve jet angles so that the actual weft arrival timing (Tw) approaches the target timing (Twi),
while keeping wefts in the ideal picking state preset by FIXER–MENU–ICS(on BASIC menu).

The ATC may operate on an average value basis and/or real-time basis (hereinafter called "ATC average con-
trol" and ATC realtime control," respectively).

The ATC average control works based on the average of the sampled picking states obtained by touching
FIXER–MENU–TW CTRL(on WEFT menu)–ATC. It automatically controls the jet starting (ON) angles of the
main, tandem, rightward sub, and stretch valves while keeping their jet ending (OFF) angles fixed. For other
sub valves, it controls the jet starting angles while keeping their jet ON-duration angles fixed.

In addition to the ATC average control, the ATC realtime control is newly added. It controls the jet ON-duration
angles of the main, tandem and sub valves every pick according to the weft arrival angle on every pick. The
jet starting angles of the main and sub valves are fixed.

If both the average and realtime controls are selected at the same time, both of them will be enabled.

The ATC is provided as standard and mounted also on machines equipped with the AFC, APC, APC-II, or
APC-MAIN. Even if the AFC or APC control is given higher priority, selecting the ATC realtime control will
enable not only the realtime control but average value control at the same time.
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5.9  Automatic Pick Timing Controller (ATC)
5.9.1 ATC Average Control
[ 1 ] Controlling the electromagnetic pin (EDP) opening angles and the jet starting (ON) 

angles of main (tandem) valves

• Delay the weft insertion 
control by 2°.

• Add 2° to the weft insertion 
offset value.

• Advance the weft insertion 
control by 2°.

• Subtract 2° from the weft 
insertion offset value.

Clears the error counter.

"STOP" has been 
selected for the time of error 

occurrence?

Start of automatic operation

Detects 0° of the crank angle.

Possible to read 
in the picking start 

angle (To)?

Reads in the picking 
start angle (To).

Reads in the weft 
arrival angle (Tw).

Adds one to the preset 
number of sampling picks.

Number 
of sampled picks ≥ 

Preset number of sampling 
picks.

Ends sampling.

Obtains the average Tw.

Average Tw > 
Upper limit of desired weft 

arrival timing ?

Average Tw < 
Lower limit of desired weft 

arrival timing ?

Clears the error counter.

Tw control set to ON?

(Average Tw - Twi) ≥ 2°?

(Twi - Average Tw) ≥ 2°?

*1

*2

*1 If a difference of 2° 
or more is found 
two times in 
succession, go 
along with Yes.

*2 If the tandem 
nozzle ON or OFF 
angle is 0°, the 
ATC will not 
modify the current 
tandem nozzle ON 
angle.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No No

Adds one to the error counter.

Weft insertion offset ≤ 10°? Weft insertion offset ≥ -10°? 

Value in the error counter ≥ 
Number of times preset to the 

"abnormal set point" ?

Signal indicator:
           Yellow lamp flashing
Function panel: 
           Error message screen
ATC: Tw out of the setting range

Weaving machine: On halt
Signal indicator:
           Yellow lamp flashing
Function panel: 
           Automatic stop screen
ATC: Tw out of the setting range

END

Yes

No

No

No
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.9.2 Setting ATC-related Conditions 
on the Function Panel

Touch FIXER–MENU–TW CTRL(on WEFT menu)
to call up the ATC condition setting screen (shown
at left below). On the screen, touch STANDARD or
ATC.

[ 1 ] STANDARD switch
• ATC Control

If this control is set to ON, the ATC controls the
actual weft arrival angle (Tw) according to the
electromagnetic pin (EDP) opening and valve
control timings.

If it is set to OFF, the weaving machine runs with
those timings fixed.

If the APC control is ON, set the ATC control
OFF.

• Target Tw
Typical setting: 230° to 240°

While checking the weaving conditions, deter-
mine Tw.

• Tw limit
If Tw goes out of the range specified here, the
ATC will issue any warning or stop the machine.
Typical settings: "Target Tw ±30°" to each of the
upper and lower limits.

• If Exceeds limit
Select whether the machine should issue a
warning or come to a stop if Tw goes out of the
specified Tw limit.

• Limit gauge
Set the abnormal pick rate. In the sample
screen shown at left, the rate is 8/10 which
means that if Tw goes out of the specified Tw
limit by 8 picks per 10 picks, the ATC will inter-
pret it as an error.

Even if the ATC is set to OFF, the detection of
abnormal picks is enabled.

The Tw limit (upper and lower limits) should be
correctly set beforehand.

If an alarm occurs or the machine stops fre-
quently, any of the settings described in Section
5.9.3 will not be correct. Fix it.
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5.9  Automatic Pick Timing Controller (ATC)
[ 2 ] ATC switch
(1) Average Control

If this control is set to ON, the ATC makes Tw
approach its target (Twi) by controlling the
electromagnetic pin (EDP) opening timing,
based on the average of the sampled picking
states.
Typical setting: OFF
• Lower limit/Upper limit (degree)

Set the allowable range of the electromag-
netic pin (EDP) drive timing for controlling
Tw.
This range should be set to the extent no
weft will catch on warp at the entrance of
shed.
Typical settings: -8° (for lower limit), 10°
(for upper limit)

• Samplings (picks)
Set the number of sampling picks to be
applied for taking the Tw average.
Typical setting: 30 picks

(2) Border control (Terry Spec)
At the time of towel weaving, the ATC average
control indicates control of switching to border.
The ATC function is used for Tw control during
acceleration and deceleration between the pile
and border.
• Control ON, OFF

Set to OFF only for the color to be used
only at the border (during deceleration).
In the case of dobby specification, no set-
ting is necessary because of automatic set-
ting according to the pattern setting.
In the case of Jacquard specification, per-
form manual setting.

• Lower limit (degree)
Normally kept unchanged.

• Upper limit (degree)
Change the setting according to the differ-
ence in the numbers of revolutions
between acceleration and deceleration.
If the difference is around 50 rpm, set
approx. 20°. 
If the difference is around 100 rpm, set
approx. 50°.
If the difference is around 150 rpm, set
approx. 100°.
If the difference is 200 rpm or more, set
approx. 150°.

• Control range
Set it upwards when follow-up of Tw is slow
in acceleration/deceleration, and set it
downward if too fast.
Make adjustment by referring to the TwCtrl
display.
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(3) Realtime Control
If this control is set to ON, the ATC makes Tw
approach its target (Twi) by increasing the jet
ON-duration angle of the main, tandem and
sub valves at the next pick when the current
Tw is suddenly delayed.
Typical setting: OFF (Usually, the Tw will not
be suddenly delayed.)
• Control start angle

If Tw is delayed by the angle specified here
or more from the target Tw (shown by the
STANDARD switch), then the ATC will
work in realtime.
Typical setting: 10°

• Control upper limit
Set the upper limit of angle increase for the
jet ON-duration angle of the main and right-
ward sub valves.
Typical: 50°

• Control range
You can select the control range from
among HIGH, MID and LOW. The initial
value (standard) is MID. 
The realtime control adjusts the weft inser-
tion timing when Tw is delayed, but the cor-
rected Tw may become too fast depending
on the weft yarn type. The standard devia-
tion of Tw becomes greater when the real-
time control is set to ON compared with the
case when it is set to OFF. 
In such a case, change the control level
from MID to LOW (or from HIGH to MID). If
the standard deviation does not increase to
be ineffective against weft loosening,
change the control range from MID to
HIGH (or from LOW to MID).

REFERENCE: The standard deviation of Tw
may be checked on the INFO screen.
For the INFO screen, see Chapter 0.3 Func-
tion Panel Explanation, 0.3.4 [ 3 ] INFO sub
mode.

The concept of the ATC realtime control is illus-
trated at left.
The ATC monitors every Tw. If Tw is delayed from
the control start angle, the ATC will increase the jet
ON-duration angle of the main and sub valves. If no
Tw delay is found, the ATC will gradually decrease
the jet ON-duration angle to the preset value.

The realtime control is useful when Tw changes
rapidly and greatly and weft miss occurs frequently.

If the control start angle is 10°

Target Tw
240°

Not under 
realtime control

Under realtime 
control

250°

Increase the jet 
ON-duration angle

If the control start angle is 10°

Target Tw
240°

Not under 
realtime control

Under realtime 
control

250°

Increase the jet 
ON-duration angle
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5.9  Automatic Pick Timing Controller (ATC)
5.9.3 ATC Adjustment Flow
Before actually using the ATC, follow the flowchart given below.

Yes

Yes

Start

Transfer the initial condition 
settings to the motions and 
units with the ICS switch.

Turn off the ATC and run 
the machine.

Any weft miss?

Any quality 
problem such as weft 

slackness?

Weft entangled with warps at 
the entrance or large loop at 
the middle of woven fabric?

No

No

Check the machine 
conditions.

Turn on the ATC and run 
the machine.

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Weft miss at the end 
of woven fabric?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Is the measured Tw 
different from the 

preset Tw?

After taking the 
above actions, a weft 

miss persists?

Do the measured 
Tw values vary?

Modify To value and then 
initialize the values again.

Correct the setting 
conditions.

Adjust the main nozzle 
pressure.

Increase the sub nozzle 
pressure.

Correct the other setting 
conditions.

Modify the Twi value.*

* If the frequency of weft miss cannot be decreased even 
after modification of the Twi value or machine conditions, 
turn off the ATC.

Increase the number of 
sampling picks.

Turn off the ATC and go 
into actual operation.

Correct the machine * 
conditions.

END

A weft miss occurs more 
frequently with the use of 

the ATC?

Does the pick start angle 
(To) vary quickly?

Any quality problem such 
as weft slackness?

Any weft-related problem?

No

No
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